


2. Select the CROPPING TOOL by clicking on it in the TOOL BOX.

3. Fill in the required HEIGHT and WIDTH measurement (3cmW  X  4.5cmH) at a RESOLUTION of 
300 PPI in the OPTIONS BAR to achieve an accurate crop.

Phenakistoscope
Resources

Phenakistoscope Kit
Photoshop/Elements
Colour Inkjet Printer

Scissors OR craft knife and cutting mat
Two X 13mm(1/2”) open ended spanners

Blu-Tac

Part 1: Photography

1. Design and photograph or draw a 6 OR 12 step animation. 

See ANMATION Project: www.somewherestudios.com.au/kits

Part 2: Photoshop

1. Open the FIRST image of the animation and ROTATE it if required.
 a. File  > Open > [Select the FOLDER where your image is located and click OK].
 b. Image > Image Rotation > [CW 90° or CCW 90°]. This step is only required if the image   
 has opened facing the wrong direction].

a.              b.



6. Select the MOVE TOOL in the TOOL BOX

7. SELECT ALL of the image and then COPY it
 a. Select > All [Image should have MARCHING ANTS around it.]
 b. Edit > Copy

8. Open the PHENAKISTASCOPE TEMPLATE in Photoshop
 a. File  > Open > [Select the FOLDER where the template is located and click OK].

4. Move the curser to the image and select the area you want cropped by clicking + dragging on 
the image. The position of each crop MUST be the same for every image. Photoshop CS 6 does this 
automatically.

5. COMMIT to the crop by clicking on the CHECK icon in the OPTIONS BAR. The image should now 
change to the size and area cropped and be set to a PORTRAIT format.



11. Open the SECOND image and repeat steps 3 to 9. Ignore step 8 as the TEMPLATE is already open. 
The TEMPLATE LAYER can be brought to the front by CLICKING on the TAB titled PHENAKISTASCOPE 
TEMPLATE.

12. Rotate the second image exactly 30°
 a. Edit > Transform > Rotate [Enter 30° in the ROTATE ANGLE in the TOOL BOX OPTIONS BAR]

 

9. PASTE the image onto the template. In the LAYERS PALETTE this will be named LAYER 1.
 a. Edit > Paste

 

10. Using the MOVE TOOL, click and drag the image into the 12 O’ Clock position at the top of the 
template. Carefully line it into position so the image is sitting exactly on the centre circle and the 
marker on the outer circle in the centre of the image.



17. SAVE the file in it’s LAYERED form as a PHOTOSHOP DOCUMENT [PSD] File. This will enable you to 
come back and edit the images incase they are not quite accurate.

18. When completed, DELETE the TEMPLATE layer by Right Clicking on TEMPLATE in the LAYER 

PALETTE and clicking on DELETE LAYER.

13. Using the MOVE TOOL, carefully line it into position so the image is sitting exactly on the centre 
circle and the marker on the outer circle in the CENTRE of the image.

14. COMMIT to the Transform by clicking on the CHECK icon in the OPTIONS BAR.

15. Repeat steps 2 – 14 for the remaining images ignoring step 8. as the TEMPLATE is already open. 
Each image will come in as a new LAYER in the LAYER PALETTE in order from  LAYER 1 -12.

PLEASE NOTE: When using a 6 image animation, the sequence is as follows: 
Images 1 - 6 are positioned at 12 O’ Clock to 5 O’ Clock followed by 
Images 6 - 1 are positioned at 6 O’ Clock to 11 O’ Clock. 

16. ROTATE each image an extra 30° each time. The angles to be entered are as follows:
 Image 1   12 O’ Clock  0°
 Image 2   1 O’ Clock  30°
 Image 3  2 O’ Clock  60°
 Image 4  3 O’ Clock  90°
 Image 5   4 O’ Clock  120°
 Image 6   5 O’ Clock  150°
 Image 7   6 O’ Clock  180°
 Image 8   7 O’ Clock  -150°
 Image 9   8 O’ Clock  -120°
 Image 10  9 O’ Clock  -90°
 Image 11 10 O’ Clock  -60°
 Image 12  11 O’ Clock  -30°



19. FLATTEN the layers and SAVE the file onto your computer or USB memory stick.
 a. Layer > Flatten Image
 b. File > Save As > [Select the FOLDER where you want your Phenakistascope Image to be saved  
 and click OK]. Make sure you save the final file as a JPEG at the HIGHEST quality.

20. PRINT out the image using Matt Photo Paper and select the PHOTO QUALITY option in the Printer 
Settings.

 a.File > Print [ Follow the prompts depending on the make of the printer].

PART 3 Making the Phenakistoscope

See PART 4 for device assembly.

1. Cut out the animated media around the outer black line.

2. Carefully stick the image onto the Media Disc with Blu-Tak.
3. Put the Media Disc onto the device and screw it on. 
4. Spin the Media Disc while looking through the Slotted Viewing Disc.

6. Whalla! Your animation has come alive!

HINTS: You can make a separate Picture Disc out of cardboard and blue-tac it onto the wooden media 
disc to make more than one animation.



PART 4 Putting the Phenakistoscope Together

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Tools and materials required: 
- two 13mm(1/2”) open end spanners 
– spray adhesive or BluTak

Before assembling your phenakistascope the circular paper media, which you have produced, must be 
carefully pasted or lightly tacked onto the wooden media disc.

 1. Fit the media disc to one end of the threaded axle in the order shown in the diagram 
(nut – washer - media disc – washer - nut). Make sure that the outer nut is positioned approximately 
flush with the end of the threaded axle and then turn the inner nut back so that the media disc is held 
tightly between the two nuts and washers. Use two 13 mm (1/2”) spanners to tighten the nuts.

 2. Slide the threaded axle through the metal tube on the handle and fit the slotted disc, 
nuts and washers onto the exposed thread in the order shown in the diagram (nut – washer - slotted 
disc – washer – nut).

NB:  Make sure the inner nut is not tight against the end of the tube – preferably leave a 1mm gap .

 3.  Hold the inner nut in position with one spanner and use the other spanner to turn the 
outer nut so that the slotted disc is securely clamped. Check the gap and make sure the discs and axle 
assembly spins freely. 

NB: The slots in the slotted disc must be in line with the centres of the images on the media disc.


